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Executive summary

Passwords are the most common means of authentication. Passwords are protected by using one -way
cryptographic algorithms that produce a hash of set length. Cryptography can only protect something
to the point where the only feasible attack on the encrypted secret is to try and guess it. However, in
the case of passwords guessing is easy. Passwords are insecure by nature because they are used for
preventing humans from guessing a small secret created by humans. This thesis shows that guessing
passwords is as easy as creating them: most commonly used passwords are easy to guess and harder
passwords are almost never used [1].
There are several password cracking techniques. This thesis describes the most popular. It then creates
an optimized attack using various other attack techniques which are also optimized for best
performance. In specific this thesis suggests the use of Markov Chains for password recovery, in
combination with a range of other modified versions of attacks available. All attacks work together
and make use of common resources such as Dictionaries, and Rulesets to achieve the most optimal
output possible. The result is a dynamic, highly flexible and robust attack that can be used by anyone
with average computer literacy and limited resources within reasonable time.
The attack proposed is tested on the Phpbb password database leaked in 2009. We show that the
proposed attack can run on a personal computer using free tools and recover over 75% of passwords
in less than an hour.
This thesis concludes that passwords should not be used on their own for authentication purposes.
Instead, we need passwords to be part of multi-factor authentication. Alternatively, we must only use
passwords once we have accepted the risks associated and the high probability of them failing us.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1.

Background

Passwords have been the most popular means of authentication for many decades [2]. An enterprise
employee uses multiple passwords every day in order to use all applications and systems provided by
his employer. Businesses spend considerable amount of resources in order to deploy authentication
mechanisms and policies, which are then compromised due to password leaks or misuse. While it may
be convenient from an end user point of view to use passwords, it is very hard for organizations to
create, maintain, dispose, and distribute them securely. Passwords by nature, introduce many security
problems into otherwise sufficiently secure architectures [3].
Humans are considered the weakest link in information security. Since humans select passwords easy
to remember, it therefore easy to guess passwords as well. Additionally, attackers have sophisticated
automated software that can guess average passwords with great success. On the other hand, when
users select random passwords they once again compromise security by selecting short random
passwords, which they can remember [4]. Attackers can once again guess the password by trying all
possible combinations, which are not many for a short password.
Security professionals often try to improve password based authentication systems by attempting to
prevent eavesdropping of passwords in transit. They also implement techniques that attempt to stop
attackers from using offline dictionary or brute-force attacks on passwords. These techniques are not
always effective [5] [6]. Additionally, insiders can also compromise passwords since they are
commonly used to enforce various security services including non-repudiation.
Securing password selection is a complicated tradeoff between security and usability. While an
enormous random password might seem more secure, users will simply write it down somewhere for
everyone to see [7]. By introducing password policies, which force users to change their passwords
frequently and include additional complexity such as numbers and special characters, security
professionals often force users into making up predictable password creation strategies [8].
The way that users interact with and choose passwords has been studied for many years [9]. Thus
given an attacker and a big collection of user selected passwords, we are in a position to say with
certainty that many (of not most) passwords will be recovered. Furthermore, passwords are very
attractive as a means of compromising a system because given the effort needed to realize other
techniques such as penetration testing and social engineering, password cracking is the easiest.
Passwords are usually encrypted using a one-way algorithm that produces a hash of a set length
regardless of the size of password, such that recovering the password from the hash is considered
impossible. Hashes can only be cracked by trying to hash possible passwords and comparing the
1

output with the hash to be cracked. Password cracking is not the same as breaking the underlying
cryptographic primitives. It is fair to assume that all public cryptographic algorithms are un-breakable
for a common attacker. Password cracking is all about analyzing human behavior and finding
automated ways to effectively and efficiently “reverse” encrypted passwords back to their plaintext
form.
The purpose of this paper is to identify existing password cracking techniques and propose new ones.
By doing so, it aims to help better understand the weaknesses in password selection techniques, why
they no longer provide adequate security, and the reason why organizations should start using better
means of authentication.

1.2.

Motivation

The act of password cracking has been closely related to the Information Security field because
passwords were the first means of protecting data and restricting access to it. Passwords are still
widely used nowadays and remain the most popular way of adding security to confidential
information. Because of this, there is a wide range of attacks against passwords.
Authentication mechanisms have evolved during the past years but there is still no way to completely
avoid user involvement. The human factor is the one that is usually responsible for the selection of an
insecure or predictable password. Encryption algorithms are usually widely tested and the ones that
are commonly used have been proven to be secure. Therefore, an attacker will almost always try to
attack the predictability of the human factor instead of trying to break the encryption.
Due to the recent increase in incidents involving public disclosure of personal information (including
passwords), it is now easier to compile extremely accurate statistical information to identify most
commonly used passwords and the patterns that lead of the selection of those passwords.
I am personally involved in various projects related to password cracking amongst which some related
to distributed password cracking, rainbow table generation and CPU and GPU based password
cracking. I have noticed that the most successful techniques used to crack passwords nowadays
include rules that were compiled from the analysis of great volumes of actual passwords. Therefore,
the objective of this project is to test all commonly used password cracking techniques. I will then
compare their success rate to my proposed technique which involves the addition of rulesets based on
known password patterns and incrementally taking into consideration the analysis of the already
cracked passwords.

2

1.3.

Objectives

The objectives of this thesis are to show how passwords can easily be recovered, what makes an
insecure password, and to decide on whether passwords can be sufficient to achieve authentication
security. We do this in the following ways:


Present literature and white papers that describe password cracking techniques and identify
whether they can still be used or how they can be improved.



Make recommendations for possible password cracking techniques and the reasons behind my
suggestions.



Provide proof of concept for my suggestions by focusing on the separate areas of password
cracking: Tools, Hardware configurations, and Password cracking techniques.



Test available password cracking tools for speed and efficiency and apply them to sample
password databases using that use pre-image resistant encryption algorithms to encrypt
passwords.



Provide comparisons comparison between available tools and techniques.



Arrive to a conclusion and suggestions ways to improve password selection policies, as well
as the overall security of using passwords in the first place.

1.4.

Structure

The structure of this thesis is as follows:


Chapter2: This Chapter describes all possible attacks on passwords as well as presents the
most popular password recovery tools.



Chapter3: This Chapter analyses password selection patterns in users based on publicly
available password databases.



Chapter4: This Chapter proposes a flexible and dynamic attack that can be realised with
minimal resources.



Chapter5: This Chapter applies the attack from Chapter to a real-life database and reports the
success rate of the suggested attack in comparison to other attacks.



Chapter 6: This Chapter makes suggestions for improving security in passwords and using
alternative methods of authentication.

3

2. Types of attacks on passwords
Security analysts and experts suggest different approaches when it comes to password cracking.
Attack selection depends on the hashing algorithm used and the speed of the hash calculation.
We can evaluate the efficiency of password recovery methods based on :


The time that will take for the attack to compute and try one password. Usually passwords
have an expiry date (based on password policies) therefore an attack that takes too much time
will not be considered.



The amount of resources that the attacker has. In the cases of organised crime and industrial
espionage, the attacker might have the ability to use multiple processors, data centres, or
botnets for the attack. This lowers the time needed for an attack considerably and might result
in making an otherwise infeasible attack feasible.



The success probability of the specific attack or approach.

Another consideration is whether the attacker wants to crack one password or a group of passwords. If
the attacker has one password then the goal is to crack it within a reasonable amount of time. If the
attacker has many passwords then the goal might be to crack any of the passwords, a substantial
amount of the passwords, or as many passwords as he can within a reasonable amount of time and
given the resources he has. In order to accomplish the best possible result, it is essential to make the
attack as targeted as possible for a better success rate within the available time.
There are two main two categories of password cracking techniques: online and offline attacks.
Online attacks are attacks that are performed on a live host or system by either using an exhaustive
search (brute-force) or wordlist attack against a login form, session, or any type of authentication
technique used. Online attacks are not as popular as offline attacks because they are often not
possible. Various protection mechanisms like Captcha images and maximum unsuccessful
authentication attempts are employed that made the online attacks difficult and dangerous to realise.
Sometimes, it is still possible to launch online attacks if the security measures above can be bypassed, there is sufficient bandwidth to perform the attack, and other contributing factors make it
possible such as IDS evasion. An example of a tool that can be used for an online attack is Hydra
[10]. Hydra is a network login cracker that supports multiple online services such as POP3, HTTP,
LDAP, IMAP etc.
Offline attacks can be performed on hashed passwords at a different location and without the need to
interact with the victim host. This is done by extracting the hash (or hashes) stored by the victim and
attempting to crack them or a special rig or remote machine. This can be done without alerting the
target host. This type of attacks is quite popular because they are easier to realise and are often
4

possible due to various vulnerabilities in the victim’s infrastructure. This thesis will focus mainly on
Offline attacks. Offline attacks can be further differentiated based on the type of resources that is
needed in order execute the attack. In specific, there are CPU based attacks and GPU based attacks
that can be used in combination with pre-computed hash tables (rainbow tables), dictionaries, or
brute-force techniques. Additionally, other types of attack exist such as a simple Google search or
combinations of attacks mentioned.
We make a differentiation between CPU and GPU based attacks because of the big difference in
attack speed. CPU attacks are more common and utilize the Central Processing Unit of a computer,
while GPU attacks are a newer technique which uses the Graphics Processing Unit located on
computer graphics cards and which allows for far greater speeds of execution [11]. GPU attacks can
be at least 100 times faster than CPU attacks [12] [13].
The rest of this chapter describes some of the commonly used attacks on passwords. The attacks
described assume that the attacker has one or multiple password hashes in his possession and wishes
to recover the corresponding plaintexts.

2.1.

2.1 Google search hash attack and free public hash databases:

This attack is done by simply searching for the password hash in Google. Many passwords can be
recovered this way because there are various lists and databases online that store passwords and their
corresponding hashes. This attack is very simple and works well with all commonly used passwords
such as “123123”, “aaabbb”, “admin”, “letmein” and so on. Additionally, there are various websites
that offer free password cracking services and make all cracked passwords publicly available thus
search engines can index these pages. To prove this concept, we search Google for the MD5 hash
“871ba6fa5009a0addf5282891a1bf19b”. Google gives four search results to websites that have the
corresponding plaintext “MHin5jAM” for the searched hash.”MHin5jAM” is considered a “good”
password because it includes lowercase, uppercase, and numbers. Easier passwords return e ven more
results in Google.

2.2.

Brute-force Attacks:

A brute-force attack performs and exhaustive search on the hash or hashes by calculating the hash of
each and every string combination for a chosen character set and string length. The calculated hashes
compared with the hashes to be recovered until a match is found or the attack is finished. For example
a brute-force attack for all strings up to 8 lowercase characters in the English language would start
with “aaaaaaaa” and end with “zzzzzzzz”.
A complete brute-force attack that includes all letters, numbers, special and printable characters can in
theory guarantee a 100% success rate. However, when attempting a brute-force attack on more than
5

10 characters the time needed to perform it becomes infeasible because of the huge keyspace and the
exponential growth in possible strings with the addition of each extra character. This thesis refers to
the time spent on calculating each unsuccessful match string as noise. It is important to reduce “noise”
in order to end up with an efficient attack method that will produce the most recovered hashes in the
least time with the least computations. By this definition, a brute-force attack is extremely inefficient
because it attempts many strings that are unlikely to produce a match.

2.3.

Dictionary attack:

Dictionaries are raw text files consisting of one word or phrase per line. Each line is a candidate
match where each hash is computed and compared to the hashes to be recovered. The difference
between a Dictionary and a brute-force attack is that a Dictionary contains a list of probable matches
rather than all possible string combinations. A Dictionary needs to be well optimized otherwise if it
includes any string combinations it risks becoming a brute-force attack and loses its efficiency.
Therefore Dictionaries often include known popular passwords, words from the English and other
languages, ID numbers, phone numbers, sentences from books etc. Dictionary attacks are fairly trivial
to execute, often by means of a simple bash file such as the one shown below:

The wordlists with the best success rate are the ones that are composed from actual passwords taken
from different public sources or previously disclosed databases. A well-optimised wordlist can be the
most successful of all the attacks described; therefore we dedicate a special section of this thesis to the
procedure of creating one in later chapters.

2.4.

Combined Dictionary attack:

A combined dictionary attack is one where several dictionaries (or entries from a single Dictionary)
are combined by means such as string concatenation in order to produce a “Combined Dictionary”
file. This technique was introduced because it has been discovered that users commonly choose
improve the security of their passwords combining several words one or add specific character strings
at the beginning or end of their passwords. Table 2-1 below shows a Combined Dictionary created
from an initial simpler Dictionary.
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Input

O utput

royalroyal
royal12345
hollowayroyal
royalholloway
12345royal
1234512345
12345holloway
holloway12345

royal
holloway
12345

Table 2-1: Creation of a Combined Dictionary from a smaller simple Dictionary
.

2.5.

Hybrid Dictionary attack:

A Hybrid dictionary attack is a combination of a brute-force attack and a Dictionary attack. A Hybrid
Dictionary attack takes a Dictionary as input and appends brute-forced strings to each entry of the
Dictionary. Therefore for each string in the Dictionary, this attack produces several other strings such
that a Dictionary entry “apple” produces “111apple”, “112apple” up to “999apple” for a brute-force
that pre-pends three numbers to each entry. A Hybrid Dictionary attack also results in an exponential
increase computations and time based on the amount of characters to be concatenated with the
Dictionary entries.

2.6.

Rule based Dictionary attack:

A Rule Based Dictionary Attack is similar to a Hybrid Dictionary attack with the difference that
instead of appending a string in all its possible combinations, the Rule Based Dictionary Attack uses
rules to transform the each Dictionary entry or concatenated it with commonly used prefixes and
postfixes. A Rule Based Dictionary Attack needs less time to be executed than a Hybrid Dictionary
Attack because there is no exhaustive search involved. However, Rule Based Dictionary Attacks are
not fully supported by all password-cracking tools, and each tool has its own interpretation of what a
Rule Based Dictionary attack is. The flexibility that a specific tool allows in rule creation is what
makes this type of attack successful. Therefore a tool that allows multiple complex rules to be custom
created is the best option. Table 2-2 below shows example input and output strings that are produced
with common rules, which exist by default in most password cracking tools.
Input Wordlist entry

Rule

^y^m
computer
hel l other
C$!
ma nches ter
$1$2$3
l egend
Sa 4s e3^^m^a ^^i
Sta rwa rs
Ci 52i 60i 71i 82
Securepa s s
Cs e3s a @$.$[$-$_$-$]
l i fe i s not fa i r
C$
Table 2-2: Creating a Rule-Based Dictionary from a smaller simple Dictionary

Sample output entry

mycomputer
Hel l othere!
ma nches ter123
1 4m l 3g3nd
STAR2012WARS
S3cur3p@55[-_-]
Li fe i s not fa i r
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2.7.

Pre-computed Time-memory Trade off or rainbow table attacks

In [4] Hellman introduced a method to trade memory against attack time. For a cryptosystem having
N keys, this method can recover a key in N2/3 operations using 2/3 words of memory. The typical
application of this method is the recovery of a key when the plaintext and the cipher text are known.
A rainbow table is a pre-computed table used for recovering hashes. Each set of rainbow tables is
created for a specific size of password string containing a specific set of characters. The goal of
rainbow tables is to reduce the time that would be wasted in constantly brute-forcing and hashing the
same strings.
Time-memory trade-off (TMTO) is the idea behind rainbow tables and it refers to creating tables
containing chains of hashes and then saving only the first and last entry in each chain to memory. The
creation of a set of rainbow tables is done only once and the resulting tables can be re-used when
necessary. When attempting to recover a hash, the attack re-hashes the hash up to n amount of times
when n is the length of the chain and if any of the results match the last entry in the chain there we
know that the password we are looking for is in this chain. By creating smaller chains, we need more
chains in total therefore more storage space in memory. By creating larger chains, we increase the
number of calculations needed at runtime to go through each chain.
However, in order for Rainbow-Tables to be successful with large passwords; we need storage that is
too big to be realistic. Therefore Rainbow-Tables can only be used for passwords of up to a certain
size, usually 10 characters long. Therefore a good balance between memory allocation and CPU
resources is necessary in order for a Rainbow Table attack to be successful.
When Rainbow Tables started becoming popular, security professionals introduced password salts to
combat them. A Salt is a randomly generated string that is appended to each password before hashing
it. The hashed password+salt is then stored to the database together with the salt in plaintext. Salting
makes Rainbow Tables unusable because identical passwords result in a different hash every time
with the addition of the salt and therefore all pre-computed tables cannot be used anymore. However,
not all systems have incorporated salting so Rainbow Tables might still be usable in those cases.
In conclusion, Rainbow Table attacks have limited application and are nearly impossible to create for
password lengths of more than 9 characters. Even with memory optimisation improvements, an
average attacker will not have enough storage to create Rainbow Tables for password lengths are used
today in applications. That is why we consider Rainbow Table attacks to be obsolete.
Below are some examples of rainbow table sizes available at freerainbowtables.com for commonly
used hashing algorithms.
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MD5 RAINBO W TABLES (2293 GB)

md5_a lpha-space#1-9: 24 GB
md5_hybri d2(loweralpha#7-7,numeric#1-3)#0-0: 26 GB
md5_l oweralpha#1-10: 180 GB
md5_l oweralpha-numeric-space#1-8: 16 GB
md5_l oweralpha-numeric-space#1-9: 109 GB
md5_l oweralpha-numeric-symbol32-space#1-7: 34 GB
md5_l oweralpha-numeric-symbol32-space#1-8: 425 GB
md5_l oweralpha-space#1-9: 35 GB
md5_mi xalpha-numeric-all-space#1-7: 86 GB
md5_mi xalpha-numeric-all-space#1-8: 1049 GB
md5_mi xalpha-numeric-space#1-7: 18 GB
md5_mi xalpha-numeric-space#1-8: 207 GB
md5_numeric#1-14: 91 GB

LM RAINBO W TABLES (416 G B )

lm_all-space#1-7: 34 GB
lm_lm-frt-cp437-850#1-7: 365 GB

NTLM RAINBO W TABLES (2802 GB)

ntl m_alpha-space#1-9: 36 GB
ntl m_hybrid2(alpha#1-1,loweralpha#5-5,loweralphanumeric#2-2,numeric#1-3)#0-0: 362 GB
ntl m_hybrid2(loweralpha#7-7,numeric#1-3)#0-0: 26 GB
ntl m_loweralpha-numeric#1-10: 440 GB
ntl m_loweralpha-numeric-space#1-8: 16 GB
ntl m_loweralpha-numeric-symbol32-space#1-7: 34 GB
ntl m_loweralpha-numeric-symbol32-space#1-8: 428 GB
ntl m_loweralpha-space#1-9: 35 GB
ntl m_mixalpha-numeric#1-8: 275 GB
ntl m_mixalpha-numeric-all-space#1-7: 87 GB
ntl m_mixalpha-numeric-all-space#1-8: 1050 GB
ntl m_mixalpha-numeric-space#1-7: 18 GB

MYSQ LSHA1 RAINBO W TABLES (201GB)

mysqlsha1_loweralpha-numeric-space#1-8: 17 GB
mysqlsha1_loweralpha-numeric-space#1-9: 109 GB
mysqlsha1_loweralpha-numeric-symbol32-space#1-7: 34 GB
mysqlsha1_loweralpha-space#1-9: 39 GB
mysqlsha1_numeric#1-12: 5 GB

Table 2-3: S ize of Rainbow Table files for commonly used hashing algorithms

2.8.

Conclusion

In this Chapter we have seen an array of password recovery attacks that are available and commonly
used. We have been able to identify drawbacks in some of the attack types and prove that certain
attacks such as Rainbow Tables have become almost unusable. We use this knowledge in the next
Chapter to help us select specific types of attacks that will be combined into a single optimised and
flexible attack.
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3. A study of password selection patterns
In this Chapter, we will identify patterns in the user password selection process. These patterns can
either be imposed by password policies or created by users freely. Various psychological factors, the
media, or even security training at work may additionally affect users when selecting passwords.
Often, rules and policies for password selection make no difference to their security [14].
We will look at three major real-life password databases that are publicly available. We will try to
find the patters we look for as well as assess their security implications. We will use input from the
following password databases:
1. Rockyou (2009): 14,344,391 unique passwords (100% of database)
2. Phpbb (2009): 54,83019 recovered passwords (98.75% of database)
3. Linkedin (2012): 5483019 recovered passwords (84.91% of database)
We will look at password length, character types used in passwords, and most popular base words.
We also include a small discussion about the improvements in password strength in the past 3 years.

3.1.

Rockyou password database

In December 2009, the popular social networking website rockyou.com suffered a data breach. 32
million user passwords were taken from the database in plaintext. Of the 32 million passwords, there
were 14 million unique passwords meaning that more than half the passwords had been used by more
than one user. Since this event, Rockyou has been the subject of various articles and criticized
heavily. The Rockyou database is commonly used for academic and research purposes.
The Rockyou database in available online at [15] and it’s currently considered 100% cracked since the
passwords were retrieved in plaintext. Therefore the Rockyou passwords can provide valuable insight
to this thesis because it’s one of the few large databases available that is 100% recovered.
When analysing the type of passwords in the Rockyou database, we know for sure that the percentage
of each characteristic we are going to see shortly is correct. On the other hand, other databases
presented in this thesis and elsewhere are harder to examine because we don’t really know what the
rest of the passwords are since they are not 100% recovered yet.
There are several conclusions and important insight that we can gain from each of the password
databases presented in this thesis. One important piece of information we can obtain is the length of
password that users prefer. Another important point is the type of characters users use in their
passwords and the order they use them. Additionally, we extract the top base words that are used in
password creation and we find some common word categories used the passwords analysed. Finally,
we use the knowledge learned to conclude with the most popular password masks and how all the
information presented can be transformed into an attack.
10

The first thing we are going to analyse is password length. Password length is very important because
if a password is too small it can be cracked with certainty using a simple Brute-Force attack.
Password size is usually the first restriction programmed into applications when attempting to
improve password security. Many websites will require users to set passwords equal or larger than 12
characters; however several still require only 8 characters.
In Figure 3-1 we see a breakdown of the password length encountered in the Rockyou database. Many
users (20.68%) have an 8 character password, while the majority of users (53.68%) have set a
password equal or less than 8 characters long. Interestingly enough, 15.53% of users have a password
of 6 characters or less. If an attacker was to retrieve today the Rockyou password database in hashed
format, he would be able to perform and brute-force attack and recover a minimum of 56.68%.
Additionally, he could then run a wordlist attack on the database to recover passwords larger than 8
characters which contain common words, or a Hybrid Dictionary attack to recover larger passwords
that use a combination of common words with a numeric prefix or postfix.

Figure 3-1: Passwords in Rockyou database by password length in characters

The second thing we are going to analyse is the type of character contents in the Rockyou database.
Passwords can contain characters from several categories, which we describe below, and use in
subsequent sections of this thesis:
1. Loweralpha: the 26 lowercase letters in English language
2. Upperalpha: the 26 uppercase letters in English language
3. Mixedalpha: Combination of loweralpha and upperalpha (52 characters)
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4. Numeric: the ten numbers 0 to 9
5. Special: all 33 special characters (e.g. @,!,$,%,&)
6. Any combinations of the above: loweralpha-numeric, loweralpha-special-numeric etc.
At this point we also mention that it is assumed that password selection differentiates lowercase and
uppercase letters. That means that passwords are case sensitive. For better password security,
applications should allow as many characters as possible. This is because allowing more characters
makes brute-force attacks harder and more time consuming. With every character added to the
character space of a password, the number of possible plaintexts increases exponentially. Therefore, a
user should be allowed and encouraged to include characters from as many categories as possible.
In Figure 3-2 we see that a big percentage of users (42.35%) use only lowercase letters and numbers in
their passwords. Even worse, one fourth (25.98%) of user passwords in the Rockyou database are
made of only lowercase letters. Furthermore, 93.5% of passwords do not contain special characters
and 28.7% of passwords do not include special characters or numbers. A brute-force attack on an 8
character password containing only lowercase and uppercase characters hashed using MD5 on my
home pc GPU would take as little as 9 hours.

Figure 3-2: Passwords in Rockyou database by type of character set used (Based on data in Appendix 1)

The third thing we are going to analyse is the ordering of the character types within a password. It is
common practice for applications to ask users to include multiple character types. As we previously
discussed, adding more types of characters improves password security against brute-force attacks
significantly [16]. Applications usually require users to include lowercase, uppercase, and numbers in
passwords. Not many applications require special characters and some even restrict the user from
12

using them in the first place. A good example is the space character which is usually not allowed in
password fields.
It is interesting to see how users choose to interact with different types of characters when selecting
passwords. For example, when a user is required to add numbers to his password, he usually adds
them at the end of his password as a postfix or replaces specific alphabetic characters with numbers
creating what is known as “leet-text” (e.g. password becomes p455w0rd).
In Figure 3-3 we see that the most popular order of character types in passwords is letters (string)
followed by numbers (digits) and that 37.23% of Rockyou user passwords follow this pattern.
Additionally users also add special characters to the end of their password as a postfix instead of
mixing character types.

Figure 3-3: Passwords in Rockyou database by order of character type. (Based on data in Appendix 2)

It is harder for users to remember passwords that have a mask with many mixed character types than
to split character types and add them one after the other. Usually when users are requested to add
numbers or special characters to their passwords, they add them to the end of their “usual” password,
which they re-use on other websites. This type of password creation tactic makes password cracking
with wordlists and already cracked passwords very successful.
A fourth and last thing to analyse is the actual contents of passwords that form words. Since
Dictionary attacks depend on the attacker being able to create the best Dictionary he can, we need to
dig deeper into what strings users include in their passwords. In Figure 3-4 we see the top 20 base
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words by occurrence in the Rockyou database. Base words are words that either form a password on
their own, or are a part of a password string together with other base words or numbers and special
characters. Unexpectedly, the most common re-used base-word in passwords is the word “password”
itself with 94911 occurrences in the 14 million unique passwords analysed.
Top 20 Rockyou base words

1
2

password (94911)
love (82753)

6
7

ever (34350)
monkey (33849)

11
12

soccer (31032)
rockyou (29130)

16
17

michael (25688)
Jordan (24834)

3
4
5

iloveyou (72330)
princess (59569)
angel (48852)

8
9
10

life (32436)
babygirl (32241)
Nicole (31998)

13
14
15

baby (28622)
sexy (27999)
daniel (26659)

18
19
20

ashley (24489)
tigger (24123)
jesus (23414)

Figure 3-4: Top 20 base words in password strings by occurrence in Rockyou database

Additionally, the word “rockyou” is on number twelve of the top 20 base words. This indicates that an
attacker can benefit from “customising” his attack to include information specific to the application
that leaked it. An attacker will become more successful with every bit of additional information he
gains about the source of the passwords. This is the case with Rockyou as well, as we see many words
in the top 20 list which could have been chosen by teenagers and young adults. So knowing the users
can also prove to be beneficial in creating a customised wordlist for the attack.
Furthermore, there are some common patters that can be identified and that exist in all databases
regardless of the source and user demographics. In Figure 3-5 we see that many users include the
names of months of the year, days of the week, and years in their passwords. We also confirm that the
majority of users (57.98%) add numbers as a postfix to their passwords and that they usually add just
one number.
Password characteristic

Percentage of occurrence in Rockyou database (%)

Contains months of the year (Full Names or Abbreviations)
Contains days of the week (Full Names or Abbreviations)

459734 (3.2%)
136398 (0.95%)

Last character is the number 1
Last character is a number

1270774 (8.86%)
8316497 (57.98%)

Last two characters are numbers
Contains years (1782, 1998, 2005 etc.)

1539147 (10.73%)
440006 (3.06%)

Figure 3-5: Interesting password characteristics in Rockyou database

We learned a lot of information about the way that users select passwords from analysing the
Rockyou database. An attacker can also use this information to create custom Dictionaries and Rules.
By performing an automated analysis on the passwords in the Rockyou database, we come up with the
top 10 password masks below:




Lowercase x 8 (?l?l?l?l?l?l?l?l): 688053 occurrences
Lowercase x 6 (?l?l?l?l?l?l): 601257 occurrences
Lowercase x 7 (?l?l?l?l?l?l?l): 585093 occurrences
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3.2.

Lowercase x 9 (?l?l?l?l?l?l?l?l?l): 516862 occurrences
Digits x 7 (?d?d?d?d?d?d?d): 487437 occurrences
Digits x 10 (?d?d?d?d?d?d?d?d?d?d): 478224 occurrences
Digits x 9 (?d?d?d?d?d?d?d?d): 428306 occurrences
Lowercase x 6 + Digits x 2 (?l?l?l?l?l?l?d?d): 420326 occurrences
Lowercase x 10 (?l?l?l?l?l?l?l?l?l?l): 416961 occurrences
Digits x 6 (?d?d?d?d?d?d): 390546 occurrences

Phpbb password dump

Phpbb was one of the most widely used open-source bulletin board Content Management System
(CMS). In February 2009 the website was attacked and a database dump was made publicly available.
The database dump consists of 180 thousand unique MD5 hashes. To date, the Phpbb database is
98.75% cracked. When analysing the recovered passwords we disregard the 1.25% non-recovered.
We calculate percentages on the basis that the recovered passwords are 100% of the database.
As before, we look at the password length in Phpbb passwords. In Figure 3-6 we see that almost one
third of passwords are 8 characters long. Also interesting is the fact that 70% of passwords are 8
characters or less, and that there are more 5 character passwords than 11 character passwords.

Figure 3-6: Analysis of Phpbb password length in percentages

A shocking discovery made while looking at the data above is that there exist users that have
passwords of 1, 2, and 3 characters long. 137 users in specific have a 2 character password enabling a
brute-force attack to complete after a maximum of 9025 calculations or less than a millisecond. What
makes this even worse is that the Phpbb password dump was extracted only 3 years ago. This tells us
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that even open-source projects that go through a huge amount of scrutiny sometimes don’t get it right
when it comes to password policies. A community of developers and users let this one slip through.
Next, we analyse the type of characters used in the Phpbb password dump. In Figure 3-7 we see that
41.44% of users’ passwords consisted of only lowercase letters. Additionally a 88.9% of users’
passwords consisted of lowercase letters and numbers. In combination with the numbers from Figure
3-6 we conclude that on average 70% of users had a password of 8 characters or less that consisted
88.9% of the time of only lowercase letters and numbers.

Figure 3-7: Analysis of character types in Phpbb password dump

To make the job of an attacker even easier, we now show some of the actual contents and words from
within the Phpbb password dump. In Figure 3-8 we see that 41.8% of passwords have a number at the
end. Additionally 7.33% of those passwords have the number 1 in specific as a last character.
Password characteristic

Contains months of the year (Full Names or Abbreviations)
Contains days of the week (Full Names or Abbreviations)
Last character is the number 1
Last character is a number
Contains a colour (black, white, red etc.)
Contains years (1782, 1998, 2005 etc.)

Percentage of occurrence in Rockyou database (%)

3310 (1.8%)
1743 (0.93%)
13737 (7.33%)
78210 (41.8%)
1740 (0.93%)
4587 (2.45%)

Figure 3-8: Interesting password characteristics in Phpbb database dump

By performing an automated analysis on the passwords in the Phpbb database, we come up with the
top 10 password masks below:
 Lowercase x 6: ?l?l?l?l?l?l: 18462 (9.86%)
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3.3.

Lowercase x 8: ?l?l?l?l?l?l?l?l: 17481 (9.33%)
Lowecase x 7: ?l?l?l?l?l?l?l: 13981 (7.46%)
Lowercase x 9: ?l?l?l?l?l?l?l?l?l: 8045 (4.3%)
Number x 6: ?d?d?d?d?d?d: 7726 (4.12%)
Lowercase x 10: ?l?l?l?l?l?l?l?l?l?l: 5255 (2.81%)
Lowercase x 5: ?l?l?l?l?l: 5249 (2.8%)
Number x 8: ?d?d?d?d?d?d?d?d: 5116 (2.73%)
Lowercase x 6 + Number x 2: ?l?l?l?l?l?l?d?d: 4956 (2.65%)
Lowercase x 5 + Number x 2: ?l?l?l?l?l?d?d: 3149 (1.68%)

Linkedin password leak

In June 2012, an unknown user of insidepro.com forum posted a list with 6.5 million unique password
hashes requesting help to recover them. After a portion of the database was recovered, it became
obvious from the contents of the plaintext passwords that it was extracted from Linkedin. This was
discovered through means of analysing recovered passwords because string variations of “linkedin”
had high occurrence. To data, 84.88% of all passwords have been recovered. In order to analyse the
passwords, we assume that the total passwords are the 5.5 million that have been recovered to date.
Therefore the results may be as much as 15.12% different from the ones obtained had there been a
complete database recovery of all passwords. However, the amount of passwords that were recovered
is satisfactory for the purposes of this analysis.
The Linkedin password leak was welcomed by password cracking teams all-over the world because it
served as a means to test and validate the Dictionaries and Rulesets they had been prepa ring in the
past 3 years. The Linkedin password leak also gave valuable insight regarding the strength of
passwords today, and the improvements due to stricter password policies in the past couple of years.
As usual, first we analyse the length of passwords recovered from the Linkedin password leak. In
Figure 3-9 we see that once again the number of 8 character passwords (31.45%) is the highest
percentage compared to any other password length. The percentage of passwords equal to or below 8
characters long is 53.25%, which is considerably lower than in previously analysed examples.
On a positive note, there are no passwords recovered that have lengths less than 6 characters. Also,
there are much more longer passwords with 25.5% being 10 characters or longer, and possibly more
that have not yet been recovered. The general distribution of password lengths also makes more sense
as longer passwords gradually decrease in occurrence.
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Figure 3-9: Analysis of password length in Linkedin recovered passwords

We will now look at the character types used in the recovered passwords. In Figure 3-10 we see that
the predominant character types are still lowercase letters and numbers with a combined percentage of
65%. There is however an increase in passwords that use mixedalpha and numeric characters which is
an improvement over the other databases previously analysed.

Figure 3-10: Analysis of character type in Linkedin recovered passwords
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But password length and character types are not everything and we must look into the passwords to
see whether the selection process has been improved. In Figure 3-11 we see the Top 20 base words
found in recovered Linkedin passwords. It may seem predictable that several variations of the string
“Linkedin” appear in the list but this has a deeper meaning.
Top 20 LinkedIn base words

1

linkedin (4408)

6

may (1067)

11

password (856)

16

abc (750)

2
3

link (2638)
linked (2135)

7
8

Linkedin (1044)
love (1018)

12
13

blue (816)
jan (805)

17
18

july (744)
LinkedIn (732)

4
5

alex (1188)
mike (1145)

9
10

john (940)
june (883)

14
15

jack (805)
sam (766)

19
20

pass (716)
chris (711)

Figure 3-11: Top 20 base words by occurence in Linkedin recovered passwords

If we recall our analysis of Figure 3-4, we see that the “Linkedin” strings replace the most popular
base word in Rockyou, which was “password”. This means that users have moved on from using a
universal password for all their accounts, to using a unique password for each application they use.
While it may not be wise to use the name of the service provider as part of the password, it is still an
indication that users have become increasingly aware of the dangers of weak passwords.
Another observation from the above Top 20 list is that the number of occurrences of each base word
is very small proportionally compared to the occurrences in Rockyou. This means that passwords vary
from each other more now than in the past. This can be interpreted such that each user is making a
bigger effort to select a unique password compared to what they thing other users select as well as
unique within their own set of passwords.
In Figure 3-12 we see that months, days, and years are still used in passwords. Also, users still postfix
the numbers required by password policies to the end of their password with 51.35% of users having a
number at the end of their password string.
Password characteristic

Percentage of occurrence in Linkedin database (%)

Contains months of the year (Full Names or Abbreviations)

160045 (2.9%)

Contains days of the week (Full Names or Abbreviations)
Last character is the number 1
Last character is a number

57317 (1.04%)
579124 (10.58%)
2833266 (51.35%)

Contains years (1782, 1998, 2005 etc.)

138854 (2.52%)

Figure 3-12: Interesting password characteristic in Linkedin recovered passwords

By performing an automated analysis Linkedin, we come up with the top 10 password masks below:






Loweralpha x 8: ?l?l?l?l?l?l?l?l: 247932 (4.53%)
Loweralpha x 6 + digit x 2: ?l?l?l?l?l?l?d?d: 191913 (3.51%)
Loweralpha x 9: ?l?l?l?l?l?l?l?l?l: 179934 (3.29%)
Loweralpha x 6: ?l?l?l?l?l?l: 175640 (3.21%)
Loweralpha x 10: ?l?l?l?l?l?l?l?l?l?l: 158589 (2.9%)
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3.4.

Loweralpha x 7: ?l?l?l?l?l?l?l: 149567 (2.73%)
Loweralpha x 4 + digit x 4: ?l?l?l?l?d?d?d?d: 107497 (1.96%)
Loweralpha x 11: ?l?l?l?l?l?l?l?l?l?l?l: 100012 (1.83%)
Digit x 6: ?d?d?d?d?d?d: 93337 (1.71%)
Loweralpha x 7 + digit x 1: ?l?l?l?l?l?l?l?d: 87642 (1.6%)

Conclusion

In this Chapter, we have seen how users select passwords. We have analysed three major password
databases publicly available and we have concluded in the following:


In general, passwords are still too small taking into consideration the resources that attackers
have at their disposal.



In general, passwords do not contain a good mixture of character types such as lowercase,
uppercase, numbers, and special characters at the same time.



The minimum password length allowed by popular applications is too small.



Users become increasingly aware of the dangers of weak passwords and try to select better
and stronger passwords.



Attackers can analyse available password databases just like we did, and can create
Dictionaries and Rulesets based on these databases to further optimize their attacks to require
even less time.
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4. Creating a dynamic, flexible, fast, and successful attack on passwords
4.1.

Introduction

This Chapter aims to use the insight gained from Chapter 3 and use it to create a customized and
flexible attack that can be used to recover passwords used nowadays by users. The attack described in
this Chapter is a combination of various types of attacks, using each type for its benefits and in
moderation in order to achieve the best of Dictionaries, Rulesets, and Brute-force. Additionally, it
proposes the usage of new types of attacks such as Markov Chains and Dynamic Self-Adjusting attack
methods. These new attacks in conjunction with the pre-mentioned attacks attempt to lower the time
and resources needed and maximise the success rate in password recovery.
In order to fully utilize the potential of this technique it is required that:


The hashes that we will use for the attack will be a large amount of hashes taken from a
known location or database.



Hashes represent user selected passwords and not randomly pre-generated passwords.



Dictionaries used for this attack are gathered and generated with the described way.

The attack iterates through several types of attacks for a pre-defined amount of times based on the
time and resources available. Also, the attack analyses recovered passwords and feeds knowledge
back into its input at each loop iteration. Finally, the attack adds all the types of attacks that cannot be
included in the iterations at the end. Figure 4-1 below illustrates the proposed attack.

Figure 4-1: Process Flow and Asset usage in proposed attack
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The attack in Figure 4-1 consists of Processes (types of attacks) and Assets, which are used as input
and updated by the Processes so that other Processes may use them.
The attack has five Processes. The first three Processes are part of a loop that runs as many times as
allowed. The Processes in the loop are the Dictionary Attack with Rules (P1), the Hybrid Dictionary
Attack (P2), and the Dynamic Rule Generation (P3). The remaining three Processes run as soon as the
loop exits. The three remaining Processes are Markov Chains Attack (P4), and Combined Dictionary
Attack (P5). A further explanation of how these Processes operate will be in the rest of this Chapter.
The attack has and maintains four types of Assets. The first Asset is the Rules (A1) needed by P1 and
P5 and updated by P3. The second Asset is the Dictionary (A2) which is initially created before the
attack and then used by P1, P4, and P5 and also updated after P1 executes. The third Asset is the
Recovered Passwords (A3) needed by P4 and P5 and updated after P2 executes. The fourth and final
Asset is the pre-created Markov Chains (A4) needed by P4.
We will now present all Processes and Assets of the proposed attack in detail.

4.2.

Rules (A1)

Rules are pieces of instructions that will run on Dictionaries and mutate entries according to each
instruction such that for each Dictionary entry we get at least one other entry as output. The tool
Hashcat [17] comes with a default set of rules. In Appendix 4 there is a complete set of the top 64
rules in Hashcat. These will be the rules that will be used initially in the proposed attack, until we are
able to run through the loop and create better rules.
Additionally, the suggested attack dynamically creates and inserts rules to the ruleset at runtime. The
rules are created from an analysis of the recovered passwords at each iteration of the Process loop.
Rules can be created in many ways. A simple way to create rules is to split each recovered password
into chains of 2 or 3 consecutive characters and sort the chains by occurrence. Based on the position
they are occurring in recovered passwords we then make rules that add them to those same positions
in our Dictionary. Dictionaries (A2) are then used again in the next loop iteration. An example script
that does what we have described can be found in Appendix 5.
Let’s see an example of Dynamic Rule Generation. Let’s assume that we have six recovered
passwords so far, the ones shown in Table 4-1. The script will analyze the six passwords and come up
with four possible rules, the ones shown in Table 4-2.
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123456

qwerty123

123pass

abcpassword1

!--1pass23

123456123

Table 4-1: Passwords that will be used as input for dynamic rule generation

Rule

Explanation

i01 i12 i23

Insert at position 0 (1) position 1 (2) position 2 (3)

i61 i72 i83

Insert at position 6 (1) position 7 (2) position 8 (3)

i4p i5a i6s i7s

Insert at position 4 (p) position 5 (a) position 6 (s) position (s)

i72i83

Insert at position 7 (2) position 8 (3)

Table 4-2: Dynamic rules generated based on previous table

So for example, by looking at the passwords recovered, the script saw that there were three passwords
that begin with the number 123. It then created a rule that mutates all Dictionary entries to a version
with a prefixed “123”.
This concludes the creation of the Rules Asset (A1) as well as the description on how it dynamically
updates.

4.3.

Dictionary (A2)

Having a good Dictionary is essential for password cracking. Brute-force attacks can guarantee a
100% success rate given enough time, however the time needed becomes infeasible after 8 characters.
The next best attack is Dictionary attack. So being able to create the best possible Dictionary is
extremely important.
A good thing about Dictionaries is that they can be created based on any language and theme and
stored for later use as necessary. So for example, if an attacker extracts a password dump from a
German website, he can add his German Dictionary to the attack. This is one of the reasons why
attackers do information gathering before attempting an attack. If for example an attacker is targeting
a specific organisation, he can create a Dictionary with words relevant to that organisation such as
employee names, addresses, email accounts, telephone numbers, and strings from Google searc h
results related to the organisation.
So “how do we build a themed Dictionary exactly?”
A possible way to transform anything into a Dictionary is by just replacing spaces with a newline (/n).
Tr tool is able to do that and it can also remove duplicates and sort the Dictionary entries. We show
an example command that does this below:
cat alllogs.txt | tr “ ” “/n” | sort –u > wordlistsorted.txt
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There are many places where generic or themed Dictionaries can be downloaded (such as in Figure
4-2) and a short search online will reveal these sources. However, when a more targeted Dictionary is
needed, things become a bit harder. Let’s see a few ways of creating basic Dictionaries first.
Some websites that offer wordlists for downloading

http://www.skullsecurity.org/wiki/index.php/Passwords

http://md5this.com/tools/wordlists.html

http://www.insidepro.com/dictionaries.php

http://www.outpost9.com/files/WordLists.html

http://ftp.se.kde.org/pub/security/tools/net/Openwall/wordlists/

http://www.openwall.com/wordlists/

http://www.whatsmypass.com/compilation-of-wordlist-downloads

http://www.filecrop.com/wordlist-wpa.html

http://www.ai.uga.edu/ftplib/natural-language/moby/
Figure 4-2: Free Dictionaries available for download

In Figure 4-1 we have a list of Literature and Dictionaries available online. These can be stripped and
split into individual words or small sentences to create a Dictionary. This is not a hard task and it
often gives good results in recovering simple but large passwords.
Bibliographic Entry

Standardized Result

Robert McCrum, Wi lliam Cra n, & Robert Ma cNeil. The Story of English. New York: Penguin,
1992: 1

1,000,000 words
(i ncl uding scientific words)

Encycl opedia Americana, Volume 10. Grol ier, 1999.

650–750,000 words

Oxford Engl ish Dictionary, Second Edition, Volume 1. Oxford University Press, 1989

616,500 words

Webs ter's Third New International Dictionary. G&C Merri am Co., 1971.

450,000 words

Wi l ton, David. How Ma ny Words Are There In The English La nguage? Wilton's Word &
Phra s e Ori gins. 7 February 2001.
Table 4-3: Books that are commonly used for creating a Dictionary

616,500 words

The English language has approximately 1 million words. English as the international spoken
language is used everywhere and has the highest percentage of words (or base words) used in
passwords. A Dictionary with all English language words is only about 20 MB.
We therefore begin creating our Dictionary by adding all unique words from the entries in Figure 4-1
to our Dictionary.
Another source for Dictionary generation is Wikipedia. Wikipedia allows free database download [18]
for all their entries in a total of 285 languages. We download this information and add all unique
English words to our Dictionary. We also create separate additional Dictionaries for all other
languages.
Another interesting fact we saw in Chapter 3 was that users use “slang” language in their passwords.
Excellent sources of slang are IRC logs. IRC logs are usually public. For example in Figure 4-3 we
see the Ubuntu channel logs dating back to 2004 are available here: [19].
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Figure 4-3: Ubuntu IRC Channel logs dating back to 2004 available online

We therefore take all the logs and make add them to our Dictionary. This will enable us to later
recover passwords such as “tigger” which we saw in our Top base words in Chapter 3.
Many users also find it easier to remember passwords that are adjacent or follow some sort of pattern
on the keyboard such as those in Figure 4-4 [20]. Therefore some other candidate Dictionary entries
would be strings generated that way [21].

Figure 4-4: Examples of keyboard walks

We then use the Keywalk Generator script [22] and use the generated keywalks to further expand our
Dictionary.
A Dictionary can be generated from anything. It can be generated from articles, news, Google search
results, Website content, logs, and anything that if formed of “words”. So if we wanted to now add a
targeted set of words to our Dictionary we would search Google for our victim, take the returned
results and add them to our Dictionary. Also take all text from within each individual returned link
and add it to our Dictionary. Also try to find any documents or logs on the victims server and add that
to our Dictionary too. The more information we have, the bigger the Dictionary becomes.
Engines like Bing or social networks that allow search queries could also provide relevant results on
specific keywords. Additionally, we could expand our Dictionary based on root words found in social
networks. We take each word and use it to perform a search, then strip and sort the results and repeat
the process for each sun-word. This way, we can add entries to our Dictionary, which are relevant to
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the victim such as friends’ names. A sample crawler that uses Twitter and Bing can be found in
Appendix 3. We therefore now add this new information to our Dictionary as well.
The last thing we include in our Dictionary is actual user passwords from sources such as the ones
from Chapter 3. We this add the user passwords from exposed databases such as the ones in Figure
4-5 to our Dictionary as well.
Dictionary created from publicly leaked databases
Database Name

Rockyou
zappos
Singles
Phpbb
Stratfor
Gawker
Tianya
Sony
Linkedin
alybaa

Number of unique passwords

14,341,086
2,150,832
24,870
259,424
860,160
743,864
40,000,000
77,000,000
6,458,020
1384

Figure 4-5: Creating a Dictionary from database dumps

This completes the Dictionary Asset (A2) we are going to use with the proposed attack.

4.4.

Recovered Passwords (A3)

The Recovered Passwords Asset (A3) is a list of all recovered passwords that is kept updated
throughout the attack. This means that new Rule entries are created at each Process iteration by
analysing the so-far recovered passwords and using the identified patterns to try to recover the rest of
the passwords. This works great for databases like Linkedin where the “Linkedin” string had many
occurrences therefore by adding it to the Dictionary and Rules, we make it easier to recover the
remaining passwords.

4.5.

Generated Markov Chains (A4)

Markov chains are mathematical tools that have been introduced to password cracking by Arvind
Narayanan and Vitaly Shmatikov [23]. Markov chains were also used to improve Rainbow-tables and
distributed password cracking. The Markov Chains method works only with user selected passwords.
The theory behind Markov Chains is the following: If the probability that “the n th character of a word
is x”, can be defined as a function dependable on the previous n -1 character, then we have a Markov
Chain. Let’s take an example from English Language. There are approximately 10 million English.
By analysing all English words in a Dictionary by means of splitting each word into strings of 2 or 3
consecutive characters. We can then generate a list with the most common 2-grams and 3-grams of
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English language. Finally, we combine those 2-grams and 3-grams in order to make a new Dictionary.
This results in words that sound like English but are not actually meaningful words (e.g. mac-ran-dim,
ter-duc-kin etc.) [24].
Let’s take for example a Dictionary shown in Table 4-4 containing seven user selected passwords. In
Table 4-4 we use these words to create 2-grams while in Table 4-5 we use them to create 3-grams.
2-pair strings generated from each word

goddess

love

password123

123455

letmein

qwerty

assurance

go
od
dd

lo
ov
ve

pa
as
ss

12
23
34

le
et
tm

qw
we
er

as
ss
su

de
es

sw
wo

45

me
ei

rt
ty

ur
ra

ss

or
rd

in

an
nc
ce

Table 4-4: Creation of two-gram Markovian chains from six recovered passwords
3-pair strings generated from each word

goddess

love

password123

123455

letmein

qwerty

assurance

god

lov

pas

123

let

qwe

ass

odd
dde
des

ove

ass
ssw
swo

234
345
456

etm
tme
mei

wer
ert
rty

ssu
sur
ura

ess

wor
ord

ein

ran
anc
nce

Table 4-5: Creation of three-gram Markovian chains from six recovered passwords

In theory, we could have any size of continuous letters such as 4-grams, 5-grams, 6-grams and so on.
In order to create Markovian Chains, we need some input words. Our suggested attack uses the
Recovered Passwords Asset (A3) after the attack Processes loop has finished. All recovered
passwords, are fed into the Markov Chain generation script. Alternatively, we can also use input from
public password databases (such as the ones seen in Chapter 3), which will result in a more universal
Markov Chains file. For example, in Table 4-6 we see the most common 2-grams and 3-grams created
Markov chains with the Rockyou database as input.
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two-grams

three-grams

pair

occurrences

pair

occurrences

an

1216714

00

570997

ar
er

834574
795998

ri
li

568618
559198

ma
in

745282
741061

ra
10

551574
546051

12
19

735937
650542

lo
la

542878
541759

el
on

588617
581316

le
08

540672
537639

al

575873

20

525152

Table 4-6: Top two-grams and three-grams by occurrence, created based on recovered passwords from Rockyou

In addition to using the strings seen in Table 4-6, we also position them in specific places within our
Dictionary entries. In Table 4-7 we see the most popular 2-grams and 3-grams encountered at each
string position in the Rockyou database.
Position 0

Position 1

Position 2

Position 3

Position 4

Position 5

Position 6

link

link

link

link

link

link

link

#

#

#

#

#

pair

no

pair

no

pair

no

pair

no

pair

no

mar

88621

lov

62729

ove

62930

ter

29111

200

39607

ilo
lov
sha
085
087
cha
lil
123
083
bab
084
dan
car
086
091
089
che
081

54507
51904
48340
45572
44472
43118
42212
42052
41914
41166
40935
37890
37194
37022
35543
35030
33910
33902

ove
ari
and
ill
ell
ara
aby
ani
ama
ran
han
ami
ick
ink
ris
arl
ing
ana

54001
50539
44381
42225
36159
35296
35053
33950
29705
27967
27368
27359
27023
27007
26491
25708
25543
25215

lly
nny
ris
and
lli
amo
gel
lle
lla
cky
lan
nni
ria
nda
per
mmy
ver
vin

29696
24827
23264
22526
22076
21325
20934
19441
18732
18687
18566
18260
18048
17677
17165
16969
16626
16538

123
200
199
ian
ita
and
198
man
ana
tin
lin
ina
ley
iel
ove
ver
ell
ger

26952
24149
22289
21887
21520
20941
19312
19301
18392
18203
17675
17069
16958
15907
15293
14525
14231
14152

123
199
198
and
23
ell
ing
12
11
lov
er1
ers
man
ana
197
lin
ita
ter

35249
34644
32249
27000
24042
24037
22486
21449
19662
19028
18535
18430
18397
18085
17105
16547
16126
16046

pair

#
no

pair

279878
1
3
2
5
7
0
4
6
9
8
a
e
s
n
y
o
123
i

151833
117238
113612
101818
99311
98301
95803
95619
93277
92381
90294
73039
62750
56102
47101
45514
39698
38340

#
no
2227607

1
3
2
7
5
4
6
0
9
8
a
e
n
s
23
o
y
12

244323
170871
165618
145423
144588
139190
136717
135954
132123
130998
108786
88874
67507
66745
50592
49588
48261
42782

Table 4-7: Chain links encountered at each string position in the Rockyou recovered passwords

Lastly, a Rule Asset (A1) entry can be created based on the above results such that numbers are post
fixed in the Dictionary Asset (A2) used. For example, we can create a Rule Asset entry that prefixes
the Dictionary with the string “mar”.
This concludes the creation of the Markov Chains file (P4).
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4.6.

Dictionary Attack with Rules (P1)

Rule based dictionary attacks are can be very powerful. This attack uses the Rule Asset to mutate the
Dictionary Asset and try to recover passwords using the improved Dictionary. In Appendix 8, there is
an explanation of how commonly used Rules can mutate a Dictionary. In Table 4-8 we see sample
Rules mutating a simple Dictionary input file containing two entries.
Input strings from wordlist.txt

Rules from example.rule

Output string in wordlist2.txt
norul es
NORULES

norul es
Pa s sword

:

s el uron

u

norul e5

r
ss5
c$123

Norul es 123
Pa s s word
PASSWORD
drows s a p
Pa 55word
Pa s s word1

Table 4-8: Dictionary created from smaller simple Dictionary plus rules

We can use various Rule sets such as the ones below to further improve our Rule Asset:


insert_00-99_from_position_0_to_15.rule : This ruleset will insert 00 to 99 to each word in
wordlist from position 0 up until 15



insert_1950-2020_from_position_0_to_15.rule : This ruleset will insert 1950 to 2020 year to
each word in wordlist from position 0 up until 15



convert_to_l33ttext.rule : This ruleset will replace letters with similar typo numbers. This
techinique is known as l33tt3xt or l33tify text.



append_and_preppend_special.rule : This ruleset will append and prepend a special
character.

Many systems that require users add (pseudo) randomness to passwords [25]. Rules can recover such
passwords. An example is passwords created with the Microsoft Password Checker. Microsoft offers
a password checker service that can calculate the strength of a user password. Here are some
password tests and the corresponding rule that derived from each test:
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The password was ‘passwordpasswordpasswordpassword’ valued as BEST according to the
Microsoft password checker tool. We can therefore make the Rule p4 to repeat all our Dictionary
entries four times.

Another example is with “Password123”. The Microsoft password checker tool says this is a Strong
password. We can therefore make a rule c$1$2$3 that will capitalize the first character and append a
123 postfix to each Dictionary entry.

4.7.

Hybrid Dictionary Attack (P2)

A Hybrid dictionary attack in takes as an input each an entry in a Dictionary and pre-pends or postfixes a string to it according to a mask. An example of this would be:






4.8.

Input wordlist.txt :
Line1 entry: Masterthesis
Mask : ?d (digits 0 to 9)
Hashcat command : oclhashcatplus.exe –a 4 wordlist.txt ?d
Output: Masterthesis0, Masterthesis1, Masterthesis2…………….. Masterthesis9

Dynamic Rule Generation (P3)

The Dynamic Rule Generation Process looks at the Recovered Passwords (A3) and creates rules
which it then stores in Rules (A1). It does so by analyzing password trends found in the already
recovered passwords. The process of creating Rules is described in section 4.2 of this Chapter.
Process P3 is essential to the attack because it provides refreshed rules for the Process loop. In the
absence of P3, the Dictionary Attack with Rules (P1) would not recover any additional passwords
after the first loop iteration.

4.9.

Markov Chains Attack (P4)

By using the Markov Chains Asset (A4), we recover passwords much faster than using a traditional
Brute-force attack [26]. As a proof of concept, we extracted all 5 character and 6 character passwords
from the Rockyou database and hashed them using MD5.
We then attempt to recover them using both the Markov Chains method and classic Brute-force. The
tests were run on computer with 1 x Xeon E5504 and 1 x ATI Radeon 5870.The exact results of the
tests can be seen at Appendix 6 and Appendix 7.
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Figure 4-6: Percentage of recovered passwords (Rockyou) progression for 5 character passwords. Comparison of
Markov Chains Dictionary attack Vs. Classic Brute-force at 26 pre-set time intervals

Figure 4-7: Percentage of recovered passwords (Rockyou) progressions for 6 character passwords. Comparison of
Markov Chains Dictionary Attack Vs. Classic Brute -force at 36 pre-set time intervals

Both Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7 indicate that the Markov Chains method recovers passwords faster
than Brute-force. This means that at any given time T, the Markov Chains method performs better
than a Brute-force attack. For password lengths greater than 8 characters it therefore makes sense to
use the Markov Chains method because the Brute-force attack will never reach completion.
To illustrate the fact that a Brute-force attack is infeasible for larger passwords, below is an estimation
of the time needed for a Brute-force attack to complete for 8 character, 9 character, and 10 character
passwords. We assume the passwords contain all lowercase and uppercase letters as well as numbers
and special characters. The first computer is a 1 x Xeon E5504 and 1 x ATI Radeon 5870. The second
computer is much faster than average and uses 2 x Xeons and 8 x 7970 ATI graphics cards:




Length 8 Brute -force: PC1: 10 days, PC2: 2 days
Length 9 Brute -force: PC1: 868 days, PC2: 97 days
Length 10 Brute -force: PC1: 231 years, PC2: 25 years
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Finally, we test the Markov Chains method against passwords created by the FIPS “Automated
Password Generator” [27] [28].

Figure 4-8: Percentage of recovered passwords (FIPS ) progression for 6 character non-word pronounceable
passwords. Comparison of Markov Chains Dictionary attack Vs. Classic Brute -force and 26 pre-set time intervals.

In order to test the randomness and strength of random pronounceable passwords we used the FIPS
PUB 181 random pronounceable password generator to generate a sample of 1000 length 6
passwords. We then hashed the passwords and run attacks against them with both classic Brute-force
and Markov Chains Attack. In Figure 4-8 above, we once again show that the Markov Chain attack
has a bigger success rate earlier on than the Brute-force attack.
It is also worth mentioning that different hashing algorithms allow different speeds of password
recovery according to the speed of computing the hash itself. As an indication, in Appendix 9 we see
the difference that a hashing algorithm makes in computational speed during a brute-force attack. This
is just another reason why even more so for slower algorithms, it is faster to use the Markov Chains
Attack instead of a Brute-force.
Our Markov Chains Asset (A4) is now created by combining 2-grams and 3-grams in from Table 4-7
to create all possible combinations.

4.10. Combined Dictionary Attack with Rules (P5)
A Combined dictionary attack can be done with 2 different ways. The attack can either combine two
different Dictionaries or combine a single Dictionary with itself. For example, a Dictionary containing
the four entries “password”, “123456”, “apple” and “uk” combined with itself would produce the
Dictionary shown in Table 4-9.
passwordpassword
passworduk
123456apple
applepassword
appleuk

password123456
123456password
123456uk
apple123456
ukpassword

passwordapple
123456123456
ukapple
appleapple
uk123456
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Table 4-9: Combining a Dictionary with itself to create a Combined Dictionary: output of combination

A Combined Dictionary Attack with two or more Dictionaries would take as input Dictionary1.txt,
Dictionary2.txt and produce a new Dictionary as shown in Table 4-10.
Wordlist 1

Wordlist 2

Combined O utput

Rule to be applied

Final output string

unreal

tournament

unrealtournament

:

unrealtournament

youwillnever

guess

youwillneverguess

C

YOUWILLNEVERGUESS

professional

tools

professionaltools

c$!$@$#

Professionaltools!@#

jackof

spades

jackofspades

c$6$9$!

Jackofspades69!

whynot

bubbles

whynotbubbles

i7!$2$0$1$2

whynot!bubbles2012

Table 4-10: Example of creating a combined dictionary with rules

4.11. Conclusion:
The act of improving a password recovery attack is not only concerned with the amount of passwords
recovered. This can be proven by the fact that an average computer can complete a Brute-force attack
on 10 character passwords in 231 years as seen in section 4.8 of this Chapter. If the only requirement
was to recover all 10 character passwords then this attack would have been the best option. However,
231 years is not an option.
An improved password recovery attack can be identified by evaluating the time it requires, the
hardware and software resources it requires, and the success rate of the attack.
In this Chapter we have proposed an attack that makes use of multiple attack strategies collaborating
and aiming in an improved password recovery attack according to the three goals we just mentioned.
In the following Chapter of this thesis, we apply the above attack to an actual database of passwords
in order to prove that it performs very well in terms of time, hardware resources, and recovery success
rate.
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5. Applying the attack

This Chapter will use the attack created in Chapter 4 to attempt an attack on a real-life database
example. The database that we attempt to recover is the Phpbb database containing 180 thousand
MD5 hashes. The Phpbb database has not been fully recovered since the leak in 2009.
We do not expect to recover the whole database, but rather show that within a very reasonable amount
of time and given limited resources, a single attacker can recover a substantial amount of the
passwords. Currently, it is common for big consumer databases to be recovered to 60% within days of
the leak. However, this percentage is reached using distributed password cracking and it involves
multiple machines trying to recover passwords simultaneously. This thesis shows that with an
optimised attack strategy, one machine is able to do the cracking with a success rate of 75% or more
within an hour or less.
The applied attack we present in this Chapter, will measure the success rate of each Process defined
in Chapter 5, as well as keep track of recovered passwords at specific time intervals.
In specific, the contents of the rest of this Chapter will attempt to recover all 18 thousand passwords is
the Phpbb database assuming no other knowledge of their contents other than the source of the leak.
All Assets will be constructed from scratch to simulate a real attack. The attack strategy is shown in
the following pseudo-code block:
S1: Load top 64 Rules(A1) to begin with
S2: Load created Dictionary(A2)
S3: Create an empty Recovered Passwords (A3) file
For counter=1 to counter=3 do{
S4/S7/S10: run DictionaryAttackWithRules(P1) Time: 2.5 minutes
S5/S8/S11: run HybridDictionaryAttack(P2) Time: 4 minutes
S6/S9/S12: run DynamicRuleGeneration(P3) Time: instantly
}
S13: Create Markov Chains file (A4) from Cracked Passwords Time: instantly
S14: MarkovChainsAttack(P4) Time: 30 minutes
S15: CombinedDictionaryAttack(P5) Time: 1minute
Output results

For the rest of this chapter we will describe the attack outcome at each stage, numbered S1 through
S16 in the pseudo-code block above. The Processes that are within the loop, will run three times each,
therefore they have been assigned three different stages each. The attack makes usage of the GPU
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version of the tool Hashcat and is run on a personal computer with 1 x Xeon E5504 and 1 x ATI
Radeon 5870.

5.1.

S1: Load top 64 Rules

During the first loop of the attack there are still no Rules(A1) generated by the attack itself. This is
because the Dynamic Rule Generation (P3) takes place later on into the loop since it creates
Rules(A1) based on Recovered Passwords (A3). Therefore the Dictionary Attack with Rules (P1) and
the Hybrid Dictionary Attack (P2) have to run at least once and update the empty Recovered
Passwords(A3) file with contents. Therefore, during the first run of the loop we use the Top 64 rules
provided by our tool, Hashcat. The Top 64 rules were introduced in the previous Chapter and can be
found in Appendix 4.

5.2.

S2: Load Created Dictionary

Obviously, any Dictionaries created or Optimized to date could not be used because they already
included the unique passwords recovered from Phpbb. The Dictionary (A2) for this attack is created
from scratch with the methods described in the previous Chapter section 4.2. In specific, the
Dictionary at the start of the attack includes:


All passwords from Rockyou



IRC logs from the Ubuntu channel



Keyboard walks from Ob-security



Crawler results from search engines with keywords “phpbb”, “bulletin board”, “forum”, and
all combinations of these three terms.

All input is cleaned up, split into words or group of words, and duplicates are removed. This results in
a Dictionary with 62,914,598 entries and a total size of 610 MegaBytes.

5.3.

S3: Create an empty Recovered Passwords (A3) file

We now create an empty Recovered Passwords file which will be updated with the newly recovered
passwords every time a Process completes. Each time a password is recovered, its entry is removed
from the list of passwords to be recovered, essentially making the list smaller at every update.

5.4.

S4: Dictionary Attack with Rules (P1) – first run

The first Process to run is the Dictionary Attack with Rules (P1). This Process will run in total three
times. This is the first run of P1. During its first run, P1 uses as input the Rules (A1) described in S1
and the Dictionary (A2) described in S2. We allow the attack to run for 2.5 minutes (150 seconds)
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only. We expect that since this is the first attack of the batch, it will recover a big amount of
passwords out of the total of 18k.
In Figure 5-1 we see the progression of recovered passwords at 15 second intervals. The first run of
the Dictionary Attack with Rules (P1) recovered 59% of all passwords in 2.5 minutes. The Recovered
Passwords (A3) is now updated with the 106226 passwords found by P1.

Figure 5-1: Recovered passwords during the first run of P1, values every 15 seconds

While 59% of 180 thousand passwords might be considered reasonable, the attack continues for many
reasons. The most important reason an attacker would continue the attack is the fact that he has a
specific target and his password is not yet recovered. Another possibility is that the attacker has only
one password to recover and the attack needs to continue for as long as it takes assuming that the
password is a “hard” one. Finally, password cracking teams all-over the word constantly try to recover
all un-recovered passwords since “the beginning of time” in hope that by having completely
recovered databases they can better create rules and more appropriate attack strategies.
The next attacks will attempt to recover the rest of the passwords (41%). In general, in password
cracking from our experience, the least passwords require the most time to recover so this is normal
behaviour. Since these are user selected passwords, we can generalise and explain the previous
statement by saying that most users select easy passwords and few users select large/hard passwords.
As the percentage of security-aware users grows, the “hard” passwords will become more as well.
However, from time to time, what is considered a “hard” password changes because of new
technology.

5.5.

S5: Hybrid Dictionary Attack (P2) – first run

The second Process to run is the Hybrid Dictionary Attack (P2). This Process will run in total three
times. This is the first run of P2. P2 uses as input the Dictionary (A2) and attaches a number of brute 36

forced strings as prefix or postfix for each Dictionary entry and then attempts to recover more
passwords. We allow the attack to run for 4 (240 seconds) minutes only. Given that a brute-force
attack (as discussed elsewhere in this thesis) is resource intensive, we are trying to balance that by
using it only for a small number of consecutive characters each time and in combination with the
Dictionary. We consider 4 minutes to be more than reasonable given the partial usage of brute-force
methods.
The specific brute-forced strings are of 2 characters length and include lowercase letters, numbers,
and special characters. The output string is both prefixed and post-fixed to each Dictionary entry
creating 2 candidate passwords for each one. In Figure 5-2 we see the total recovered passwords at
each time interval during the first run of the P2 process. The total recovered passwords continue from
S4, thus the initial recovered before the attack is the 106226 recovered by S4.

Figure 5-2: Recovered passwords during the first run of P2, values every 20 seconds

The first run of P2 recovered an additional 13607 passwords and contributing towards 67% total
recovered passwords so far.
We have so far made use of Rules, Dictionaries, and brute-force techniques. The rest of the attack,
proposes techniques that are relatively new in password cracking and specific processes interact in an
unique way, which makes the proposed attack perform better.

5.6.

S6: Dynamic Rule Generation (P3) – first run

The third Process to run is the Dynamic Rule Generation (P3). This Process will run in total three
times. This is the first run of P3.P3 uses the Recovered Passwords (A3) to create rules which then
replace the Rules (A1). Each time P3 runs, it produces different rules because the newly recovered
passwords are different. The idea behind this attack is that users of the same forum, community, or
interest will often select similar passwords. If we recall from Chapter 3, the Linkedin database
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contained the string “Linkedin” in many variations and in combination with other words within
passwords.
In the same way, a wine forum might have several user passwords containing variations of the word
“wine” that are considered characteristic behavior amongst all forum users. Using the same example,
the Dynamic Rule Generation (P3) will notice that some recovered passwords end in “75cl” (standard
wine bottle size) and will create a rule that appends “75cl”. This rule, together with all the rules
created in P3 replaces the Rules (A1).
There are 2570 rules dynamically generated at this stage (S6). The rules generated begin with simple
rules such as “i1a” all the way to “i93 iA2 iB1”. For a detailed explanation of how these rules work,
see Appendix 8.

5.7.

S7: Dictionary Attack with Rules (P1) – second run

This is the second run of P1. The process is identical to the first run other than the fact that there are
new Rules which were created in S6 by P3. If the Rules (A1) had remained the same, then no new
passwords would be recovered. Therefore, with the insertion of the new rules, we expect password
recovery to continue working at a similar rate as S5 for example.
Again, we run P1 for 2.5 minutes. In Figure 5-3 we see the progress made during this second run of
P1.

Figure 5-3: Recovered passwords during the second run of P1, values every 15 seconds

The attack is still recovering passwords at a good rate. There are 10204 additional passwords
recovered, bring the total success rate so far to 72%.
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5.8.

S8: Hybrid Dictionary Attack (P2) – second run

This is the second run of the Hybrid Dictionary Attack (P2). The second run is expected to recover
additional passwords because the Dictionary (A2) was updated after P1 completed in the previous
stage (S7). At this stage, there are only 154 additional recovered passwords making the total
recovered passwords 130191 (72%).
At this stage, there is clearly saturation in the amount of recovered passwords. We will go through the
loop one more time and then resolve to other types of attacks. It is worth noting that this is expected to
happen because the “harder” passwords take exponentially more time to be recovered. Even with
targeted attacks such as this one, there will always be a percentage of passwords that will be
recovered by pure luck or never recovered such as a 26 character truly random password. A 26
character random password is however beyond the purpose of this thesis which aims to “guess” user
selected passwords. Such a password cannot under normal circumstances be memorised by a user,
therefore it must be created by a token or other hardware / software that the user owns.

5.9.

S9: Dynamic Rule Generation (P3) – second run

During this second run of P3, there are 2862 rules created. The rules once again vary, starting from
“i0s” all the way up to “i9a iAc iBk ”. For a detailed explanation of how these rules work, see
Appendix 8. The rules placed in Rules (A1), ready for the last Process loop iteration.

5.10. S10: Dictionary Attack with Rules (P1) – third run
We run P1 one last time for 2.5 minutes. We expect the additional recovered passwords to be much
less than the first runs for reasons we have mentioned in S8. In Figure 5-4 we see that password
recovery has slowed down considerably.

Figure 5-4: Recovered passwords during the third run of P1, values every 15 seconds
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This stage (S9) has recovered an additional 147 passwords, bringing the total to 130338 (72%).

5.11. S11: Hybrid Dictionary Attack (P2) – third run
This is the third and final run of P2. Again, the total number of recovered passwords is expected to be
lower than previous runs. Surprisingly enough, in Figure 5-5 we see that the third run of P2 recovered
803 passwords which is much more than the second run of P2.

Figure 5-5: Recovered passwords during the third run of P2, values every 15 seconds

We believe that this discrepancy occurred because the entries which updated the Dictionary (A1) after
the previous stage (S10), contained strings that were relative to the rest of the passwords much more
so than in the second run.
The total recovered passwords so far are 131141 (73%).

5.12. S12: Dynamic Rule Generation (P3) – third run
The third and final run of P3 might seem unnecessary since we are next going to exit the Process loop;
however it takes place for two main reasons. The first reason is that later, in S14 we use some of these
rules to run a Combined Dictionary Attack (P5). The second reason is that all generated rules are
saved for possible usage on future attacks just like we used recovered passwords in from Rockyou in
S1 to jump-start this attack. The Top 64 rules may in the long run change according to the number of
occurrences of specific rules across all the attacks on databases performed by a specific password
cracking team.
Therefore, this is the right time to say that password cracking is a process that evolves over time and
attacks and the whole infrastructure that supports it evolves as well. In theory, there is a distinction
between teams that attempt password cracking for educational or professional purposes in accordance
with the law and teams that are formed of individuals with malicious intent (a.k.a. attackers). In
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reality the only difference between these two types of groups is the fact that one makes their findings
public and does not act on them and the other keeps them private and uses them for gaining
unauthorised access to systems.
Based on the above points made, we assume that the success rate of the “good guys” could improve if
in the future all password database leaks (especially the recovered ones) are made public. This could
potentially have an impact on the way a single password hash can be recovered. On the other hand, in
the case of multiple password hashes, the success rate has reached well beyond the 80th percentile.
Therefore if all other factors such as commonly used hashing algorithms and user awareness remains
static, it is expected that success rates can only grow larger.

5.13. S13: Markov Chains Attack (P4)
At this stage we perform a Markov Chains Attack (P4). Before attempting the attack we generate the
Markov Chains file (A4) from Recovered Passwords (A3) to date. In other words, all 131141
passwords recovered so far are processed in the following way:
1. Take each password and split it into 3-grams and 2-grams.
2. Take each encountered 3-gram and 2-gram and create a new alphabet where 3-grams and 3grams act as letters.
3. Count how many times each letter in our new alphabet is encountered within Recovered
Passwords (A3).
4. Decide on a threshold of occurrences to be used. For this attack we use 19. The reason we use
19 is because of previous tests on the Rockyou password dump which indicate that a
threshold of 19 occurrences provides the optimal balance between recovered passwords and
computational time needed. In other words, from the large alphabet we have created, we pick
to use only letters that have occurrence of a minimum of 19 times within the Recovered
Passwords (A3).
5. Use the selected letters from our new alphabet by combining them into words of maximum 8
character length.
6. Use these new words to recover further passwords in the same way a simple Dictionary
Attack would use its Dictionary. Run the attack for 30 minutes.
We make a point here that the Markov Chains Attack (P4) is rightfully outside the Process loop. This
is because of two reasons. The first reason is that it takes too long in comparison with the Processes
that are within the Process loop. The second and perhaps most important reason is that the Dictionary
created by P4 would pollute the Recovered Passwords (A3) with “random” entries that are not actual
words. This could destroy the optimised attack strategy we had set up for the Process loop.
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In Figure 5-6 we see the recovered password progress made by P4 every 2 minutes during the 30
minute attack. The passwords recovered by the Markov Chains Attack (P4), at this stage are 2857,
making the total amount of recovered passwords 133998 (74%).

Figure 5-6: Recovered passwords during the Markov Chains Attack (P4), values every 120 seconds

We point out the importance of running the Markov Chains Attack. The attack at this stage managed
to recover 2857 additional passwords which are considered “hard” since they have not been recovered
during the Process loop earlier. Additionally, the last stages of the Process loop only managed to
recover a maximum of 147 (S10) and 803 (S11) passwords. P4 recovered much more. Had we
invested more time or resources into creating the Markov Chains file (A4), we expect that we would
have had even better success at this stage.
Nevertheless, being able to run P4 for a short time comes from the power of the Markov Chains
Attack over traditional brute-force attacks. It is flexible in terms of time and resources and needs
much less time for each password length.
Additionally, a brute-force attack that is stopped in the middle can only succeed with the first
sequential set of characters such that: a brute-force of 3 characters (“aaa”-“zzz”) stopped in the middle
will certainly never get to try “zoo” even though it is more commonly used than “aqq”. A brute-force
attack does not know or assume anything about the possibility of “aqq” or “zoo” occurring in a
password or in the English language.
A Markov Chains Attack on the other hand, will try all possible combinations of letters in its created
alphabet and the time / space required can easily be adjusted by simply changing the threshold.
Additionally, it will result in words that are constructed from frequently used syllables and are
plausible and easy to remember when set as a password.
As an additional proof of concept, let’s consider the following example:
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There are systems where passwords are set automatically and distributed to a large number of users.
These kind of pre-generated easy to remember passwords consist of syllables with both vowels and
consonants and password length is between 8 and 10 characters long. These kinds of systems usually
create such passwords as a temporary solution. The user has the option to change his password
following his first log-in. Often, these passwords are never changed by the majority of users. Such
procedures are common in academic institutions that deal with a large number of students each year.
Users in such systems have restricted privileges and user accounts begin with no information to be
protected. Therefore the security of their accounts is balanced against ease of use, usability, and
quality of services offered. Also, possible disclosures of user accounts have no effect on the rest of the
system. However mnemonic passwords such as the ones described are easy to guess [29].
A Markov Chains Attack could be tweaked to perform extremely well, in recovering automatically
generated user passwords of the system above given the password dump of the system. With a well
crafted Markov Chains file as input (created from dictionaries and literature), the attack has the
potential to recover a big percentage (if not all) of the 8-character lowercase passwords in this
example. As we saw earlier a Markov Chains Attack can take as little time as 30 minutes or as long as
it takes. By introducing distributed processing or cloud computing into the picture [30], even lower
times and larger password lengths are possible [31].

5.14. S14: Combined Dictionary Attack (P5)
The last step to the attack is a Combined Dictionary Attack (P5). P5 benefits from having access to all
rules stored in Rules (A1) by all previous Processes, all entries updated in the Dictionary (A2) by all
previous Processes, and all Recovered Passwords (A3). It uses all three assets by combining them into
a single powerful Dictionary.
We run this attack last because it relies on the Assets being optimised. Also, running P5 first would
mean that the Dictionary (A2) would become too large and cumbersome without any particular reason
since Rules (A1) would be the default rules and Recovered Passwords (A3) would be empty at that
stage. Therefore in order to take advantage of the full potential of a Combined Dictionary Attack, it is
best to use it last.
To prove the power of running P5 at this stage, we only run it for 1 minute and we recover an
additional 2076 passwords. The total recovered passwords at the end of the attack is therefore 136074
(76%).
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5.15. Summary
We have just finished our proposed attack on the Phpbb password database. We evaluate the success
of the attack based on three factors: time, hardware resources needed, and recovery success rate :
1. The total time taken is 50.5 minutes calculated as follows:


P1 runs three times at 2.5 minutes each run = 7.5 minutes



P2 runs three times at 4 minutes each run = 12 minutes



P3 runs in negligible time



P4 runs in 30 minutes



P5 runs in 1 minute



Total: 50.5 minutes

2. The hardware used for the attack is one personal computer with 1 x Xeon E5504 and 1 x
ATI Radeon 5870.
3. The percentage of passwords recovered is 76%.

5.16. Conclusion
The attack suggested by this thesis proved to be successful in recovering the majority of the Phpbb
passwords. Taking into account, the fact that to date the Phpbb passwords are not 100% recovered and
that the leak happened in 2009, this attack has achieved a very good result in the time it took and the
resources it made use of.
Furthermore, the order by which the different Processes run and the interaction between themselves
and the Assets proved to be beneficial.
Last, this Chapter indicates that means by which passwords are selected or imposed upon users is
lacking in terms of security. This attack aims at the logic behind password selection and the ways by
which users make their passwords memorable. It is doubtful that there exists any further logic to
password selection that can be deduced and that will not be counter measured by a similar logic being
applied to password recovery. Without reaching out to alternative means of authentication, securing
passwords will continue to be a struggle.
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6. Suggestions:
Passwords do not provide adequate security for most systems. Multiple papers and articles try to
educate users to craft human mnemonic passwords and ways to improve the complexity of their
passwords by simple mutation [32]. Other suggestions include making passwords larger, adding
numbers and special characters. We saw that these actions do not necessarily provide any additional
security if there are part of a “common” practice. The more unique the technique to construct a
password the most complex the password is. The technique should be kept as private as the password.
However, keeping the password selection policy secret is not really an option and it would be bad to
rely on its secrecy.
There are other suggestions such as improving hashing algorithms, using slow hashing, adding salts,
and allowing all types of characters. Again, these suggestions cannot guarantee that a user will not
choose an “easy” password.
Therefore we do not suggest any improvements in the password selection processes or the
cryptographic algorithms used.
What we do suggest is that:


Passwords are made as secure as possible for the time being, until passwords are no longer
used as a single factor of authentication.



Multi-factor authentication should be adopted as soon as possible in cases where security is
critical.

We suggest that the means by which passwords are made secure, adds real randomness to the
password which can be proved. This cannot be achieved with password policies. Therefore there is a
need for one-time passwords, tokens, biometrics, or software to add security to passwords. While
hardware tokens and biometrics are hard to be deployed to a huge audience within a short period of
time, consumers still have options if they wish to take password security in their own hands.
An example of software that can add randomness and length to passwords is presented below.
Additionally we suggest the usage of multi-factor authentication methods.
6.1. Password Pad:
PasswordPad is a project resulting from an idea about creating better password out of each password a
user has. It could be implemented as software or as an universal token / calculator that generates a
keypad based on a master password. The user only needs to remember one password: the master
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password. The master passwords acts in a similar way to a master key in cryptography. A master
password is used to derive additional passwords based on input.
The output of PasswordPad is a random string containing
all types of characters and the length of which can be
selected by the user.
When a user enters his master password, he is presented
with a custom keypad that is unique. He can type a
common password on the keypad and the output will be a
string based on the common password that has no obvious
relationship to his password.
For example:
A master password “mysecurePass” will create an unique
keypad. By using the keypad to enter the password ”
2345”, the output password is “pXMvJFTJm@HU”.
The idea behind Password Pad is already implemented in
various commercial applications. The Password Pad
(software or hardware) can also be shared between users for the purpose of creating passwords
without compromising security since each user will have his own master password.

6.2.

Multi factor authentication:

Multi factor authentication requires more than 1 ways to authenticate a user. Additional factors can be
added depending on the importance that is given to security of the system.
The three major factors of authentication are.


Something that the users know (password)



Something that the users have (smartcard)



Something that the users are (biometrics).

In multi-factor authentication, a combination of mechanisms belonging to two or more groups from
above is used.
There are various commercially available two-factor authentication solutions such as RSA SecurID
which can be implemented with a relatively low cost. Using such solutions, would make the attacks
discussed in this thesis no longer possible and therefore the authentication process becomes less
vulnerable to such simple attacks.
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7. Conclusion
This thesis is concerned with security of passwords as means of authentication and the ease of
recovering hashed passwords without using resource consuming techniques. We have focused on five
main areas:


Finding and documenting all available attacks on passwords



Analysing why these attacks can be realised, and what password weaknesses make them
possible.



Using password weaknesses found and available attacks to create an improved password
recovery method.



Applying that attack to a real-word password database to prove that it works.



Suggesting ways to improve password and authentications security

We now present our findings from each of the areas identified above:
Finding and documenting all available attacks on passwords : We concluded that Rainbow-Tables
are currently obsolete white brute-force attacks use too many resources. We saw that passwords are
not secure, and there are various ways to recover passwords. We also saw that there is a need for
better, faster, and more robust password recovery techniques. Such attacks could have various
applications such as law enforcement, business, and educational purposes.
Analysing the reasons that make passwords insecure : We saw that passwords are often insecure by
nature and thus volatile to password recovery attacks. We saw examples of password leaks and the
ease by which they were almost completely recovered. We also point out that both users and
applications are contributing towards allowing the use of insecure passwords. However, as we saw in
Chapter 3, users are becoming increasingly aware of the implications of “easy” passwords and
password reuse and that this reflects in the quality of passwords observed during the past three years.
Additionally, we must take into consideration the fact that attackers have the same tools (sometimes
better) and resources at their disposal as organisations and users who create passwords. Finally,
attackers can always attempt to guess passwords using the same strategies that organisations use to
secure them.
Creating an improved password recovery method: Based on the knowledge we gained from
password selection analysis in Chapter 3 and available attacks in Chapter 2, we created a new attack.
We showed that it’s possible to optimise a password recovery attack in terms of time and resources.
We showed alternative ways to attack passwords without the use of brute-force. By combining
different attacks we create an attack that uses the best features from each “sub-attack”.
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Applying our suggested attack to a real-life example: We saw that it’s possible to create a
password recovery attack that runs in under an hour and has a success rate of over 75% using an
average personal computer. We saw that certain types of attacks such as the newly introduced Markov
Chains attack and the Combined Dictionary Attack, and best utilised after gathering enough input
from other types of attacks. We also saw that an attack does not need to run indefinitely to be
successful. Some attacks perform extremely well in seconds if used correctly.
The fact that the applied attack was able to recover so many passwords in such little time, indicates
that anyone can be a candidate attacker since the only resources required are a computer and access to
public information and free tools. Therefore the potential of using distributed password cracking and
password recovery on the Cloud only makes things worse.
Each type of strategy a user has to create a password can be made into an attack to recover the
password. Random passwords that user remember have to be 9 characters or less according to Miller’s
law. However these passwords can be recovered with brute-force attacks. Larger passwords beyond
brute-force capabilities must make sense in order to be remembered. These passwords can be attacked
with Dictionaries and Rules. Mnemonic passwords that don’t make sense can also be attacked with
Markov Chains.
It is obvious that every improvement added to password selection, is counter-measured with a
specialised attack. We concluded that given the nature of passwords and the way they are used, it is
better not to use passwords on their own as means of authentication.
Suggesting ways to improve password and authentication security: We propose that passwords
are used in combination with software or hardware that provides an additional factor of
authentication. We believe that there is a market for consumer driven multi-factor authentication
products. Even users with the best intentions towards securing their passwords, cannot remember
random passwords for each of their online and offline accounts.
If passwords must be used on their own, then we suggest they are used with caution and for nonconfidential information. Passwords can be used one time in order to establish an account but should
be replaced with better authentication once a user claims his account for the first time. For systems
where confidentiality and non-repudiation is not critical, passwords could prove useful if used
correctly.
Password selection in corporate environments should not be left to the user because no matter what
password policy there is in place, password security cannot be guaranteed [33]. It is a hassle to have
to change passwords every month to a 20 character password different than any other past password.
Only to conclude that a password is still simply a password: a secret word or phrase made by a user
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with a specific strategy in mind. Often this user re-uses the password in on multiple insecure
applications. Once we get to either the strategy or one of the re-used passwords we can eventually get
to the password.
Above all, the risks that come with using passwords as a single means of authentication should be
known and owned by organisations. There is no conclusive proof that by simply imposing a password
policy, the risk can be avoided or reduced. We suggest that organisations face these risks and
knowingly choose to use passwords with care only where appropriate.
Ultimately, this thesis concludes that passwords will never be secure on their own and they definitely
should not be used for providing non-repudiation or even confidentiality and integrity.
Without reaching out to alternative means of authentication, securing passwords will continue to be a
struggle [34]. Resources and time would be much better spent in deploying multi-factor authentication
which costs considerably less than the impact caused by a potential password leak.
All the above points about passwords are valid concerns that security professionals deal with daily.
We predict and hope that passwords will soon be classed as an ineffective means of authentication for
the purpose of providing any major security service.
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Appendix
Character type

loweralpha-numeric
loweralpha
numeric
loweralpha-special-numeric
upperalpha-numeric
mixedalpha-numeric
loweralpha-special
upperalpha
mixedalpha
mixedalpha-special-numeric
mixedalpha-special
special-numeric
upperalpha-special-numeric
upperalpha-special
special

O ccurrence

Percentage out of 14mil unique

6075055

42.35 %

3726656

25.98 %

2346842

16.36 %

415291

2.9 %

407436

2.84 %

382246

2.66 %

325635

2.27 %

229893

1.6 %

159332

1.11 %

51894

0.36 %

45169

0.31 %

44351

0.31 %

26765

0.19 %

22290

0.16 %

1544

1.01 %

Appendix 1: Rockyou password character type analysis and percentages calculated on 14 million unique passwords.
Character type ordering

O ccurrence

Percentage out of 14mil unique

string-digit
all string
all digit
other ordering
digit-string

5339715

37.23

4115881

28.69

2346842

16.36

787388

5.49

663975

4.63

string-digit-string

450753

3.14

string-special-digit
string-special-string
string-special
digit-string-digit
special-string-special
special-string
all special

163842

1.14

158142

1.1

146944

1.02

130518

0.91

24943

0.17

13826

0.1

1544

0.01

Appendix 2: Rockyou password character type ordering analysis and percentages calculated on 14 million unique
passwords

#!/bin/bash
#import arguments
args="$@"
#clear screen and check for input parameter
clear
if [ -z "$1" ]
then
echo "Please use $0 <keyword> <keyword>"
kill -int $$

I

else echo ""
fi
getTweets() {
local key=$1
echo -n "Using keyword $key..."
wget -q "http://search.twitter.com/search.json?q=$key&rpp=500" -O result.json
cat result.json | tr "," \\n | grep "^\"text" | cut -d"\"" -f4- | tr " " \\n | sed -e 's~&amp;~~' | sed -e 's~&gt;~~' | sed -e 's~&lt;~~' | sed
s/[\"=\|?.\!\(\):\;]//g | sed s/\^\#//g | sed s/\^\@//g | sed '/^$/d' | grep -v "^http:" | grep -v "\\\\" >> wl.temp
rm -f result.json
echo " complete."
sleep .1 }
getBing() {
local key=$1
echo -n "Using keyword $key..."
wget -q "http://api.search.live.com/rss.aspx?source=web&query=$key" -O result.rss
cat result.rss | sed -e 's~&amp;~~' | sed -e 's~&gt;~~' | sed -e 's~&lt;~~' | sed -e :a -e 's/<[^<]*>/ /g;/</{N;s/\n/ /;ba;}' | sed
's/http[^<]*\///' | tr " " \\n | sed s/[,\"=\|?.\!\(\):\;]//g | sed s/\^\#//g | sed s/\^\@//g | grep -Ev "[0-9]{4}-[0-9]{2}" | sed '/^$/d' >>
wl.temp
rm -f result.rss
echo " complete."
sleep .1 }
echo "Starting Twitter crawling..."
for word in $args
do getTweets $word
done
echo "" echo "Starting Bing crawling..."
for word in $args
do getBing $word
done
echo ""
echo "Sorting wordlist..."
cat wl.temp | sort -u >> wordlist.list
sort -u wordlist.list | uniq -u | sort -o wordlist.list
sed -i '/^$/d' wordlist.list
rm -f wl.temp
echo ""
while [ -z $quit ]
do
listLength=`wc -l wordlist.list | awk '{print $1}'`
echo "Wordlist contains $listLength words ."
echo "Type q to exit or press [ENTER] to re-scan"
read -n1 quit
if [ $quit ]
then echo ""
break
else
echo "Starting Twitter crawling..."
cat wordlist.list | while read word;
do getTweets $word
done
echo ""
echo "Starting Bing crawling..."
cat wordlist.list | while read word;
do
getBing $word
done
echo ""
echo "Sorting wordlist..."
cat wl.temp | sort -u >> wordlist.list
sort -u wordlist.list | uniq -u | sort -o wordlist.list
rm -f wl.temp
echo ""
fi
done
rm -f result.json 2> /dev/null
rm -f result.rss 2> /dev/null
listLength=`wc -l wordlist.list | awk '{print $1}'`
"Worlist complete!"

Appendix 3: S cript for crawling social networks to create a Dictionary

II

Rule

O utput

Input

Rule

Input

O utput

:

applepie

applepie

[[ $1

applepie

plepie1

l

applepie

applepie

[[[ $1

applepie

lepie1

c

applepie

Applepie

[[[[ $1

applepie

epie1

u
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APPLEPIE

D1
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aplepie

t
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Appendix 4: Top 64 rules in oclhashcat

III

#!/usr/bin/env perl
use strict;
use warnings;
my $function = "i";
#my $function = "o";
if (scalar @ARGV != 5)
{
print "usage: $0 dictionary depth width pos_min pos_max\n";
exit -1;
}
my ($dictionary, $depth, $width, $pos_min, $pos_max) = @ARGV;
my @intpos_to_rulepos =
(
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
'A', 'B', 'C', 'D', 'E', 'F', 'G', 'H', 'I', 'J',
);
if ($width > 20)
{
print "width > 20\n";
exit -1;
}
for (my $pos = $pos_min; $pos <= $pos_max; $pos++)
{
my $table;
open (IN, $dictionary) or die "$dictionary: $!\n";
while (my $line = <IN>)
{
chomp $line;
my $len = length $line;
next if (($len - $pos) < $width);
my $word = substr ($line, $pos, $width);
next unless defined $word;
$table->{$word}++;
}
close (IN);
my @keys = sort { $table->{$b} <=> $table->{$a} } keys %{$table};
for (my $i = 0; $i < $depth; $i++)
{
my @chars = split "", $keys[$i];
my @rule;
for (my $j = 0; $j < $width; $j++)
{
my $abs_pos = $pos + $j;
push @rule, sprintf "%s%s%s", $function, $intpos_to_rulepos[$abs_pos], $chars[$j];
}
print join (" ", @rule), "\n";
}
}
Appendix 5: morph.pl, a script for dynamic rule insertion

IV

Time

# of operations

T1
1
T2
32
T3
243
T4
1024
T5
3125
T6
7776
T7
16807
T8
32768
T9
59049
T10
100000
T11
161051
T12
248832
T13
371293
T14
537824
T15
759375
T16
1048576
T17
1419857
T18
1889568
T19
2476099
T20
3200000
T21
4084101
T22
5153632
T23
6436343
T24
7962624
T25
9765625
T26
11881376
Appendix 6: Brute-force success rate at time T intervals

Time

# of operations

passwords recovered
1
11
20
29
51
93
213
660
1302
1837
2940
6417
8926
12161
15494
19480
24396
30116
36293
42471
49317
65790
84155
96515
116520
125738

passwords recovered

T1
1
1
T2
32
26
T3
243
147
T4
1024
614
T5
3125
1663
T6
7776
3506
T7
16807
5999
T8
32768
10004
T9
59049
14240
T10
100000
19791
T11
161051
25927
T12
248832
33097
T13
371293
40176
T14
537824
47060
T15
759375
54265
T16
1048576
61380
T17
1419857
69197
T18
1889568
77378
T19
2476099
84236
T20
3200000
91336
T21
4084101
98966
T22
5153632
104824
T23
6436343
110317
T24
7962624
115561
T25
9765625
121931
T26
11881376
125738
Appendix 7: Dictionary created with Markov Chains success rate at time T intervals

success rate %
0.00
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.04
0.07
0.17
0.52
1.04
1.46
2.34
5.10
7.10
9.67
12.32
15.49
19.40
23.95
28.86
33.78
39.22
52.32
66.93
76.76
92.67
100.00

success rate %
0.00
0.02
0.12
0.49
1.32
2.79
4.77
7.96
11.33
15.74
20.62
26.32
31.95
37.43
43.16
48.82
55.03
61.54
66.99
72.64
78.71
83.37
87.74
91.91
96.97
100.00

V

Name

Function

Nothi ng
Lowerca se
Uppercase
Ca pi talize

:
l
u
c

Invert Ca pitalize

C

Toggl e Ca se

t

Description

Rule

Input string

Output string

:
l
u
c

p@s s W0rd
p@s s W0rd
p@s s W0rd
p@s s W0rd

p@s s W0rd
p@s s w0rd
P@SSW0RD
P@s s W0rd

C

p@s s W0rd

p@SSW0RD

t

p@s s W0rd

P@SSw0RD

T3

p@s s W0rd

p@s SW0rd

r

p@s s W0rd

dr0Ws s @p
p@s sW0rdp@
s s W0rd

Toggl e @

TN

Revers e

r

do nothing
Lowerca se all letters
Uppercase all letters
Ca pi talize the first l etter
Lowerca se first found character,
uppercase the rest
Toggl e the case of all characters in
word.
Toggl e the case of characters at
pos ition N
Revers e the entire word

Dupl icate

d

Dupl icate entire word

d

p@s s W0rd

Refl ect

f

Dupl icate word reversed

f

p@s s W0rd

Rota te Left

{

Rota tes the word l eft.

{

p@s s W0rd

p@s sW0rddr0
Ws s @p
@s s W0rdp

Rota te Right
Append
Cha ra cter
Prepend
Cha ra cter
Trunca te l eft
Trunca te ri ght
Del ete @ N
Del ete ra nge
Ins ert @ N

}

Rota tes the word ri ght

}

p@s s W0rd

dp@s s W0r

$

Append character to end

$1

p@s s W0rd

p@s s W0rd1

^

Prepend character to front

^1

p@s s W0rd

1p@s s W0rd

[
]
DN
xNM
iNX

[
]
D3
x02
i4!

p@s s W0rd
p@s s W0rd
p@s s W0rd
p@s s W0rd
p@s s W0rd

@s s W0rd
p@a s s W0r
p@s W0rd
s s W0rd
p@s s !W0rd

Overwri te @ N

oNX

o3$

p@s s W0rd

p@s $W0rd

Trunca te @ N
Replace
Purge
Dupl icate first N
Dupl icate l ast N

'N
sXY
@X
z
Z

Del etes first character
Del etes last character
Del etes character at position N
Del etes characters from N-M
Ins erts character X a t position N
Overwri tes character at position N
wi th X
Trunca te word at position N
Replace a ll i nstances of X wi th Y
Purge a ll i nstances of X
Dupl icates first character N ti mes
Dupl icates last character N ti mes

'6
ss$
@s
z2
Z2

p@s s W0rd
p@s s W0rd
p@s s W0rd
p@s s W0rd
p@s s W0rd

Dupl icate every cha racter

q

p@s s W0rd

p@s s W0
p@$$W0rd
p@W0rd
ppp@s s W0rd
p@s s W0rddd
pp@@s s s s W
W00rrdd

Dupl icate a ll

q

Dupl icate word
Swa p front

pN
k

Dupl icate entire word N ti mes
Swa ps first two characters

p3
k

Pa s s
p@s s W0rd

Pa s sPass Pa s s
@ps s W0rd

Swa p back
Swa p @ N

K
*XY

Swa ps last two characters
Swa ps character X wi th Y

K
*34

p@s s W0rd
p@s s W0rd

p@s s W0dr
p@s Ws 0rd

Bi twise s hift l eft
Bi twise s hift ri ght

LN
RN

Bi twise s hift l eft character @ N
Bi twise s hift ri ght character @ N

L2
R2

p@s s W0rd
p@s s W0rd

p@æs W0rd
p@9s W0rd

As ci i i ncrement

+N

+2

p@s s W0rd

p@ts W0rd

As ci i decrement

-N

-2

p@s s W0rd

p?s s W0rd

Dupl icate block
front
Dupl icate block
ba ck
Ti tl e

Increment character @ N by 1 a s cii
va l ue
Decrement character @ N by 1 a s cii
va l ue

yN

Dupl icates first N characters

y2

p@s s W0rd

p@p@ssW0rd

YN

Dupl icates last N characters

Y2

p@s s W0rd

p@s s W0rdrd

Upper ca se the first letter a nd every
l etter after a space

E

p@s s W0rd
w0rl d

P@s s w0rd
W0rl d

E

Appendix 8: Most common rules, an explanation

VI

PC 1

PC 2

MD5

8222.8M c/s

74284.0 M c/s

md5($pass.$salt)

8229.6M c/s

74438.3 M c/s

Joomla

8210.4M c/s

74426.6 M c/s

SHA1

2852.2M c/s

25868.2 M c/s

SHA-1(Base64), Netscape LDAP SHA

2852.1M c/s

25865.5 M c/s

sha1($pass.$salt)

2852.2M c/s

25867.0 M c/s

SSHA-1(Base64), Netscape LDAP SSHA

2852.2M c/s

25867.0M c/s

Oracle 11g

2852.2M c/s

25867.0M c/s

MSSQL(2000)

2839.6M c/s

25750.3M c/s

MSSQL(2005)

2840.1M c/s

25785.4M c/s

MySQL

1262.9M c/s

11454.2M c/s

MD4

16646.7M c/s

149.8G c/s

md4($pass.$salt)

16646.3M c/s

150.0G c/s

NTLM

16002.5M c/s

143.8G c/s

Domain Cached Credentials, mscash

4291.7M c/s

38895.4M c/s

SHA256

1100.8M c/s

9853.8M c/s

sha256($pass.$salt)

1100.7M c/s

9854.1M c/s

descrypt, DES(Unix), Traditional DES

83976.8k c/s

668.2M c/s

SHA512

81732.1k c/s

741.6M c/s

sha512($pass.$salt)

81701.2k c/s

741.6M c/s

SL3

2846.1M c/s

21591.6M c/s

Cisco-PIX MD5

5484.2M c/s

14376.1M c/s

Double MD5

2380.3M c/s

14725.5M c/s

LM

1204.1M c/s

10916.8M c/s

Oracle 7-10g, DES(Oracle)

267.8M c/s

2287.3M c/s

Hash algorithm

Appendix 9: S peed of password recovery using Brute-force on two different computers. Calculated in Millions of
calculations per second.
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